
HOWFIELD 9024

Sumptuous seasonal turn bed featuring 9024 Cortec™ Quad Revolution pocket springs



British Wool

Soft, springy and naturally 
supportive, wool keeps you warm 
and dry. It also has anti-bacterial 
qualities and, as it’s naturally fire 
retardant, there’s no need to use 
chemicals in the mattresses. 
And because they raise their own 
sheep it’s also more sustainable.

All Harrington & Abbott mattresses feature 
generous layers of wools, softest cottons 
and hemp.

By blending home-grown, luxury fillings with 
Egyptian Cotton and more exotic fibres such 
as mohair and fine cashmere wool, they create 
sustainable, recyclable, biodegradable and 
environmentally friendly comfort layers.

Cotton

Softer and highly absorbent, cotton 
is excellent at wicking away moisture 
from the body and keeping you cool. 
Egyptian cotton is softer and longer 
in length, and is perfect for keeping 
you cool and dry.

In a quest to be more sustainable 
and environmentally 
aware all Harrington
& Abbott mattresses
are glue free, 
foam free and 
fire retardant 
chemical free.

Harrington 
& Abbott 
mattress 
ticks (covers) 
are woven in 
house and are 
a wool viscose 
blend removing 
the need to use 
fire retardancy chemicals.

At the end of their life
   all Harrington & Abbott 
       products can be 
           100% sustainably
                recycled and 
               nothing needs 
             to go to landfill.

Pocket springs are regarded as the best springs 
for providing good support in a mattress. Spring 
counts can be anything from 1000 springs up to 
over 30,000 springs. Generally the more springs...
the greater level of support.

The advanced Cortec™ core 
pocket springs provide the 
ultimate in stability, durability 
and luxurious support. The 
absence of glue allows the springs 
to work individually and contour 
with accuracy and precision for 
the ultimate in superior support.

They work in harmony with
pioneering in-house designed 
Micro springs, adapting to your 
body’s contours to help relieve 
pressure and provide greater 
comfort and lumbar support.

Cortec™ has been engineered to be 100% 
recyclable at the end of life. Each individual pocket 
spring is sonically welded removing the use of glue 
and making it easier than ever to recycle.

How will a pocket spring
improve my sleep?

Harrington & Abbott believe that 
natural fibres provide the most 

effective and most environmentally 
friendly fillings for your mattress



Howfield

Triple hand
side stitching

8024 Cortec™ 
Quad pocket 
springs

Woollen tufts

Turning handles

Wool, cotton and 
mohair fillings

1000 pocket springs 
in the true edge 
base

Seasonal turn
mattress

Base and headboard is 
upholstered in a 
contemporary textile 
of your choice

If you and your partner prefer different comfort levels, your mattress 
can be made with two comfort ratings.
So if you prefer a soft mattress but your partner prefers a medium 
mattress it’s no problem. One side is made soft-the other medium!

Mattresses are available in gentle, medium and firm tensions.

Split tension
mattress...?

Shown here with Conti-drawer 
base and Witham Easy Access 
Headboard

Containing layers of British wool, cooling cotton and sumptuously soft Mohair, the Howfield
has 9024 innovative springs including 100% recyclable advanced Cortec™ Quad pocket springs. 

With warm wool blends on one sleeping surface and cool cotton blends on the other, the Howfield seasonal turn mattress 
ensures you are exactly the right temperature all year round. Tailored to the size and firmness of your choice. . 

Fully recyclable in-house 
woven FR chemical free 
mattress cover 



True edge base
explained

the

Special sizes and zip & link beds and mattresses available on request. Please ask for more details.

The true edge base increases the size of your 
sleeping area surface, meaning you can sleep right 
up to the edge of the mattress.

The base features a strong supportive timber 
perimeter. This gives comfort and support in the 
sleeping areas as well as durability to the hard working 
sides of the bed.

Available in three styles - deep divan base, shallow base 
with legs and the contemporary slim base with 
exclusive leg options. All bases are manufactured using 
wood from FSC accredited forests.

TRUE EDGE BASE
1000 pocket springs

SHALLOW
TRUE EDGE BASE

1000 pocket springs

SLIM
TRUE EDGE BASE

1000 pocket springs

True edge deep divan base
with inset castors and 4
different drawer options 
Base Height including castors 36cm

Shallow true edge base with legs
Base Height including legs 29.5cm

ROUND
light

ROUND
smoke

ROUND
dark

ROUND
capped 

light

ROUND
capped
smoke

ROUND
capped

dark

SQUARE 
light

SQUARE
smoke

SQUARE
dark

Slim true edge base with 
exclusive range of legs
Base Height including legs 29cm



Headboard

fabric

range
A bed never feels quite the same without a 
headboard. Our designs range from the latest 
full height styles, headboards with elegant winged 
sides and simple easy access headboards. 

All headboards are available in our luxurious 
range of fabrics. See below for a selection of our 
headboard styles-scan the QR code to see the
whole range online or ask in store for details.

the

Chiswick Wandsworth Somer

Deep floorstanding headboards 

range
The Harrington & Abbott carefully 
selected fabrics add the final detail 
to your new bed. We offer fully 
recyclable fabrics and fabrics that 
can be wiped clean using aqua clean 
technology. 
Beautiful textures, a subtle colour 
palette and delicate designs mean 
we can tailor the look as well as the
comfort of your bed.
Ask in store to see the whole range 
of Harrington & Abbott fabrics.

the

40

Some fabrics offered 
on the true edge base 
feature Aqua Clean 
technology. This 
provides a protective 
layer enabling you to 
wipe away any 
stains using water. 

Easy access headboards 

Floating headboards 

One piece headboard that goes to the floor. 
Fits all base styles.

Three part construction headboard that goes to the floor. Great option 
for properties with access issues. Best suited to a deep base.

Designed specifically for use on a slim base. Not for use with deep or shallow bases.

Parrett Severn Taddiforde

Gatcombe Witham

to see all 
Harrington & Abbott 
Headboards online

Arun



Made exclusively for

www.sussexbeds.co.uk

SUSSEXBEDS

Scan QR code for instant access
to our Harrington & Abbott range online


